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Access IT Course Reuse Model

Reference course instance (by PSNC)

- Greek course instance
- Serbian course instance
- Turkey course instance
- Polish course instance
- Your course instance?
Access IT Course Reuse Model

- A new instance of the course is created by
  - Creating new installation of the e-learning portal (Moodle), or preparing some existing installation for new course
  - Exporting courses from some existing course instance
  - Importing the exported courses to the new e-learning portal
  - Adjusting/enhancing/… the courses in the new portal
Access IT Course Licensing Model

- Both ACCESS IT e-learning courses are licensed under the terms of Creative Commons license
  - Attribution
  - Non-Commercial
  - Share-Alike
  Version 3.0, Unported

- So you are allowed to:
  - use any of ACCESS IT e-learning courses in your Moodle as it is,
  - modify/adapt/translate any part of the ACCESS IT course content,
  - include any part of the ACCESS IT content into your existing courses.
Access IT Course Licensing Model

• But remember that Creative Commons license means:
  – Attribution
    • You need to remember to mention (in form of text and link) Poznan Supercomputing and Networking Center and ACCESS IT project as creators of original version of the course/course’s part
  – Non-Commercial
    • You should respect a non-commercial or non-for-profit character of this undertaking
  – Share-Alike
    • All derivatives should be also available under the terms of the same license as the original work
Access IT Course Licensing Model

- Some elements of the course were not prepared by PSNC from the scratch and are taken from other sources (websites)
- Such elements are clearly marked and may have separate licensing models
- You should also respect this when making a new instance of the course
If you are interested – feel free to contact us!

Adam Dudczak (maneo@man.poznan.pl)
Marcin Werla (mwerla@man.poznan.pl)